Position Vacant:
Windows/Linux Server Admin

Job Description/ Responsibilities:


Candidate should have a deep understanding of Windows operating system and their
features.



Candidate should have a good hand on Windows Server installation on both physical
and virtual environment.



Candidate should have a good knowledge on performance monitoring of a Windows OS:
I/O, compilation time, performance issues due to 3rd party software’s, running
Performance monitoring and network monitoring tools, CPU and memory scaling.



Candidate should also have a good understanding of windows imaging.



Candidate should also possess a very good knowledge and hands on of scripting for
automated application deployments, example: PowerShell, batch scripting, VB Scripting.



Candidate should have ability to create/write technical and operational management
documentation (system design, and engineering documents, operational run books).



A good knowledge on virtualization technology like: VMWare ESX/ESXi, VMWare player,
template creation and deployment.



Basic understanding of Linux OS /knowledge on Web technologies /MYSQL or any
database skills will be an added advantage.



This position will also be responsible for designing and implementing various
infrastructure related projects.



Working knowledge of IIS and Web technologies /MSSQL will be an added advantage.



This is a 24x7x365 Network Operations Control environment and you WILL be required
to work days, swings, overnights and/or weekends.
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Skills required:


Deep technical understanding of Windows Administration of Server 2008 R2, Win 2012
OS, Windows 7/8 , installation, troubleshooting, patch management.



Good understanding of Windows Infrastructure technologies (e.g. AD, GPO, CIFS, NFS,
DFS) within the enterprise and experience in supporting Product development on
Windows Platform is a plus.



Experience on virtualization is desirable i.e. VMWARE / HyperV.



Experience in global support and remote administration is desirable.



Ability to Create/write technical and operational management documentation (system
design and engineering documents, operational run books) is a desired skill set.



SQL knowledge candidate preferred.



Working knowledge of Cisco ASA/Fortinet/SonicWALL and Sophos added advantage.

Qualification:


B. Tech/B.E. - Any Specialization, B.Sc - Any Specialization, Diploma - Any Specialization.



Candidate with MCTS, MCSE, CCNA, CCNP, RHCE certification preferred.

Desired Experience:


3 to 5 years.



Active Directory, WINS, DNS, DHCP, TCP/IP basic networking knowledge etc.



Installation of servers & maintenance.



Basic knowledge of DB managements that is restoring and taking back-up of DB.

Location of Posting:
Jaipur
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